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Humic substances are known to play a wide range of effects on the physiology of plant and microbes. This is
of particular relevance in the rhizosphere of terrestrial environments, where the reciprocal interactions between
plants roots, soil constituents and microorganisms strongly influence the plants acquisition of nutrients.
Chemical advances are constantly improving our knowledge on humic substances: their supra-molecular ar-
chitecture, as well as the moltitude of their chemical constituents, many of which are biologically active. An
approach for linking the structure of humic substances with their biological activity in the rhizosphere is the use of
rhizoboxes, which allow applying a treatment (e.g., an amendment with humic substances) in an upper soil-plant
compartment and take measurements in a lower isolated rhizosphere compartment that can be sampled at desired
distances from the rhizoplane.
This approach can be adopted to assess the effects of several humic substances, as well as composted materials,
on maize plants rhizodeposition of carbon, and in turn on the structure and activity of rhizosphere microbial
communities. In order to gain a complete understanding of processes occurring in the complex soil-plant-
microorganisms tripartite system, rhizobox experiments can be coupled with bacterial biosensors for the detection
and quantification of bioavailable nutrients, chemical analyses of main rhizodeposits constituents, advanced
chemical characterizations of humic substances, DNA-fingerprinting of microbial communities, and multivariate
statistical approaches to manage the dataset produced and to infer general conclusions.
By such an approach it was found that humic substances are significantly affecting the amount of carbon
deposited by plant roots. This induction effect is more evident for substances with more hydrophobic and complex
structure, thus supporting the scientific hypothesis of the “microbial loop model”, which assumes that plants feed
rhizosphere microorganisms with carbon in order to support their metabolic activity towards organic materials.
This hypothesis is further confirmed by changes in the sugar and organic acids composition, as well as in the
fingerprinting of microbial communities obtained by DNA-based phylogenetic analyses. Multivariate statistical
analyses also allowed the identification of chemical constituents more related to the observed microbial diversity
changes, thus giving useful indications for the design of further experiment aimed at understanding the complex
interactions occurring between roots and microbes in the rhizosphere.


